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Setup

● Want to produce a model θ

● Will minimize training loss + regularizer: Ltrain(θ) + R(θ)

● Ultimately, we care about test loss: Ltest(θ)
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● An optimal regularizer: R(θ) = Ltest(θ) - Ltrain(θ)

○ suggests that a good regularizer should upper bound the generalization gap

Works for implicit regularizers, too

● Dropout trains on loss: E [ Ltrain(dropout(θ)) ] 

● Best dropout probability = the one that makes R(θ) tightest estimate of 

generalization gap (where tightness == max. suboptimality-adjusted slack)

● Anything that perturbs weights, labels, or input can be viewed as a 

regularizer
○ Quantization

○ Label smoothing

○ Data augmentation

● Same as training with regularizer: R(θ) = E [ Ltrain(dropout(θ)) - Ltrain(θ) ]
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What makes a good regularizer?

● Want to find regularizer R that minimizes test loss of θR              

(where θR is argmin of regularized training loss)
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Approximate by maximizing over small set of models
(estimating test loss using validation set)

⇒

Geometrically:

Provably efficient in certain cases

● If there exists a perfect linear regularizer, LearnReg recovers it given 
data from just 1+|λ| models
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● Perfect regularizers exist for certain Bayesian inference problems

○ E.g., coin bias estimation with biases drawn from Beta prior

■ Perfect linear regularizer of the form: R(θ) = - 𝚺i λ1 * log(θi) + λ2 * log(1-θi)

○ Generalization to exponential family distributions (e.g., Bernoulli) with true parameter 
drawn from conjugate prior (e.g., Beta)

○ “Perfect” == predicts generalization gap exactly

Can learn linear regularizers efficiently

● Linear regularizer: R(θ) = λ * feature_vector(θ)

● LearnReg

○ Input: set of triples (Ltrain(θi), Lvalidation(θi), feature_vector(θi)), for models θ1, θ2, …, θn

○ Output: λ vector defining best regularizer (in terms of approximation on slide 2)

        For each guess, can find optimal λ using linear programming

● TuneReg: uses LearnReg iteratively to do hyperparameter tuning

        “Guesses” the value of argmini { Ltrain(θi) + R(θi) }
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Hyperparameter tuning

● Order of magnitude improvements over existing algorithms
○ Inception-v3 transfer learning problem

○ Tuning regularization hyperparameters for L1, L2, label smoothing, & dropout
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LearnReg 
kicks in here


